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Abstract
For a given two-dimensional array of nonnegative numbers and a positive integer p we want
to 0nd a covering of the array with p tiles so as to minimize the weight of the heaviest tile.
We present a 94 -approximation linear-time algorithm for this problem, which improves on the
previous best result.
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1. Introduction
The RTILE problem belongs to a very wide class of discrete optimization tiling
problems. The problems from this class generally require partitioning a multidimen-
sional data set into rectangular partitions so that some optimality criteria are satis0ed.
In the case of the RTILE problem, we are given an array A of nonnegative numbers,
a positive number p and the task consists in 0nding the partition of A into at most p
rectangular tiles so as to minimize the maximal weight of the tile. In the partition the
tiles are not to overlap and they are to cover the whole array A. By the weight of the
tile, we mean the sum of all the elements that fall within it. In the DRTILE problem,
which is dual to RTILE, instead of p we are given a positive number, that upper
bounds the weight of the tiles and the objective is to 0nd the tiling which uses the
minimum number of tiles. Other problems from this class di=er in array dimensions,
restrictions on the values of array elements, de0nitions of metric functions, types of
tiles, etc.
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The signi0cance of these problems follows from their practical applicability in many
areas of computer science including load balancing in parallel computing environments,
data compression, query optimization in database systems, and many others. The inter-
ested reader may 0nd more details on the applications in the short survey in [4].
As for the types of tiles allowed one can distinguish three main types of tilings:
p×p—where p2 tiles are induced by choosing p vertical and p horizontal lines
[2,5], hierarchical—where in the 0rst step of partitioning, we choose some lines in one
direction and then recursively divide the resulting subarrays [7], and arbitrary—where
there are no restrictions on tiles [4].
As far as complexity of the problems is considered, the sharp threshold is imposed
by the dimension of the array. For one-dimensional arrays several problems are easily
solvable in polynomial time. For example, the DRTILE problem can be solved in linear
time by a simple greedy algorithm and the RTILE problem can be solved by dynamic
programming strategy in time O(np). The diHculty of the problems radically changes
when we extend them to two dimensions. Grigni and Manne [2] proved that optimal
p×p tiling is NP-hard and Charikar et al. [1] showed that in fact it is NP-hard to
approximate it within a factor of 2. For arbitrary tilings Khanna et al. [4] showed
that both the RTILE and DRTILE problems are NP-hard even for the case when the
array elements are integers bounded by a constant. Moreover, RTILE remains NP-hard
when we relax our demands and look for solutions that are within a factor of 54 of the
optimum.
For many years some heuristics were applied in algorithms used in practice to solve
RTILE, however, without proved guarantees. The 0rst approximation algorithms with
proved ratios appeared in [4]. The authors present a 52 -approximation algorithm for the
RTILE problem that works in time O(n2 + p log n) and mention that using a similar
technique they obtain a 94 -approximation algorithm of the same time complexity for
binary arrays, i.e. arrays with elements from the set {0; 1}. For the DRTILE problem,
they develop a technique of a Hierarchical Binary Tiling and using it construct a 4-
approximation algorithm working in time O(n5). They also show that modifying this
technique one can obtain a polynomial-time 2-approximation algorithm. Unfortunately,
the polynomial is of a prohibitively high degree. More practical is an algorithm they
construct using a partitioning technique. It works in time O(n2 +p log n) and achieves
the approximation ratio of 5 for general arrays and 94 for binary arrays.
Further progress was made by Sharp [9] and independently by Lory>s and Paluch [6]
who improved the approximation ratio for the RTILE problem to 73 . These results were
attained using di=erent approaches. In fact, Sharp considers multi-dimensional version
of the problem and obtains an algorithm working in time O(nd + pd2d(d + log n))
with the approximation ratio equal to (d2 + 2d − 1)=(2d − 1). On the other hand,
in [6] we lay stress on time eHciency and obtain the algorithm working in linear
time. Moreover, in [6], we improve several other results from [4]. In particular, we
show that our algorithm applied to binary arrays achieves the ratio 2 and is linear,
which improves the results from [4] both in approximation ratio and in time. Another
advantage over the algorithms from [4] is the simplicity of the produced partitions.
Whereas the partitions from [4] are arbitrary, our algorithm gives hierarchical ones
with a small depth (at most 2).
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As for the DRTILE problem, we construct in [6] a linear-time 4-approximation algo-
rithm. This improves either time or approximation ratio of the best-practical algorithms
from [4]. In the case of binary arrays we obtain the ratio 2.
New results: In this paper, we develop an approach initialized in [6] and show the
algorithm for the RTILE problem that achieves approximation ratio 94 . Similarly as
in [6] our algorithm works in linear time and 0nds hierarchical tilings. Although the
progress may seem to be modest, the analysis of the algorithm is quite involved and
requires developing some tools that are of independent interest. We believe they can
be helpful in achieving further improvements.
2. Preliminaries
It is clear that any solution to the RTILE problem has to use a tile whose weight
is not less than w(A)=p, where w(A) denotes the total weight of the input array and
p is the allowed number of tiles. Another value that obviously bounds any solution is
the maximal weight of the array element. Therefore, let us de0ne
W = max
{
w(A)
p
;max{aij : 16 i; j 6 n}
}
:
This value is commonly used as the lower bound for the optimal solution to the RTILE
problem (see [4,6,9]) and it was also used in this paper.
We use the convention of expressing the values of array elements in terms of mul-
tiplicity of W instead of their original values. In particular, we can assume that we
deal only with arrays with elements from the interval [0; 1]. Moreover, now the lower
bound on the optimal solution, that we shall use, is equal to 1.
Throughout the paper, we shall use several terms interchangeably, e.g. to tile and
to partition or array and rectangle. We hope that this will not confuse the reader.
Let us now de0ne some fundamental notions.
Denition 1. We say that the array is k-partitioned if it is partitioned into rectangles
(covered with tiles) of weights not greater than k. If we additionally require that the
number of tiles used does not exceed w(A) (w(A), resp.) then we say that the
array is well k-partitioned (nearly well k-partitioned, resp.). The number k will be
referred to as a factor.
A simple approach to the solution of the RTILE problem consists in dividing the
input array A into a number of disjoint subarrays A1; : : : ; Al and then independent
covering each of Ai. It is clear that if each Ai has weight at least 1 and we are able to
well fi-partition it then we get a solution which is at most max{fi} times worse than
the optimum.
Fact 1. If we divide A into subarrays A1; : : : ; Al with weights at least 1 and then
well fi-partition each Ai then the obtained solution to the RTILE problem will have
approximation guarantee max{fi}.
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The next fact says that sometimes we can get the same guarantee even if one of the
subarrays is not well partitioned.
Fact 2. Suppose that we divide A into subarrays A1; : : : ; Al; B where Ai are as in
Fact 1 and B has nonzero weight. Suppose also that we can well fi-partition each
Ai and nearly well f′-partition B. Then, if f′6max{fi}, we have a solution to the
RTILE problem with approximation guarantee max{fi}.
Proof. The only thing that requires explanation is the number of the tiles used.
Since w(A)=
∑l
i=1 w(Ai) + w(B)¿
∑l
i=1 w(Ai)+ w(B), we have
⌈
w(A)−
l∑
i=1
w(Ai)
⌉
= w(A) −
l∑
i=1
w(Ai)¿ w(A)−
l∑
i=1
w(Ai)¿ w(B):
As
∑l
i=1 w(Ai) upper bounds the number of tiles used for covering all Ai’s, and
p¿w(A) by de0nition, we conclude that we have still at least w(B) tiles for
covering B.
An attempt to apply the scheme of the tiling algorithm drawn by these facts leads
us to the need of 0nding a complete set of easily coverable types of arrays. “Easily
coverable” means that we should be in a position to establish a reasonably small factor
f, such that any type can be well f-partitioned by a fast method. By completeness
we mean that it is possible to partition any array into subarrays of only those types
(excluding at most one subarray, that would correspond to B). Again, if we would like
to obtain fast algorithm, this partition should be simple.
A 0rst simple trial to de0ne the complete set of array types originates from looking
at the array as a collection of columns. We distinguish two kinds of columns: those
with weight at least 1 and those with weight less than 1 (we shall call them ¿-column
and ¡-column, respectively). On this basis we can de0ne a complete set of array types.
In particular, in [6] we have proved the following theorem:
Theorem 1. (a) Any ¿-column can be well 2-partitioned;
(b) any array of weight at least 1 consisting solely of ¡-columns can be well
2-partitioned;
(c) any two-column array of weight at least 1 can be well 73 -partitioned.
The completeness of this set follows easily from the way we treat groups of
¡-columns. Without loss of generality, we can assume that every matrix is consti-
tuted by alternating ¡- and ¿-columns and begins and ends with a ¡-column. This
is so because any group of adjoining ¡-columns with the total weight less than 1 can
be treated like a single ¡-column with the elements obtained from summing the rows
and a group of ¡-columns whose overall weight is greater or equal 1 can be looked
at as a ¿-column in the sense that Lemma 2 applies to it. To be a little more precise,
the group of ¡-columns, whose total weight exceeds 1 is dealt with the procedure
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based on the corollary from Lemma 2 and there is no fear that it will be combined
with anything else (any other columns), because groups of ¡-columns are considered
maximally. As for the fact that ¡- and ¿-columns alternate, we can achieve this by
introducing ¡-columns with zero weight. It is only to make the outlook more uni0ed
and in reality is not necessary.
Notation: We shall describe types of arrays by words over the alphabet consisting
of decimal digits and symbol unionsq. The symbol unionsq shall stay for columns of weight less
than 1, and a digit d shall stay for columns of weight from the interval [d; d+1). For
example unionsq2unionsq denotes a three-column array where the 0rst and the third columns have
weights less than 1 and the middle column has weight at least 2 but less than 3.
This notation will be unambiguous as it will never be used for types with neigh-
bouring ¿-columns. For denoting ¿-columns the weight of which can vary in a wider
range, we shall use integer variables with a speci0ed range.
3. Easy subarrays
In this section, we examine carefully conditions under which two-column subarrays
of type unionsqk cannot be well 2-partitioned. These, diHcult for partitioning, subarrays will
be called complexes. In Theorem 2, we show that complexes are subarrays of type
unionsq2, and then in Lemma 3 we determine their weight more precisely. The technical
tools developed for the proofs are of independent interest and will be useful in further
analysis. At the end we introduce the notion of boundary and formulate some related
properties of the complexes.
Lemma 1. For each positive integer k, any subarray A of the type unionsq1unionsq1 · · · unionsq1unionsq,
with k ones and total weight not greater than 2k, can be well 2-partitioned.
Proof (by induction on k). If k =1, then the total weight of A is less than 2 and A
can be covered by one tile.
Now let k¿2 and let A=BunionsqC, where B is the subarray consisting of the 0rst two
columns of A.
If w(B)¿2 then we can cover each column of B separately using two tiles. Since
the subarray unionsqC contains k − 1 ones and has weight at most 2(k − 1), we can well
2-partition it by induction.
If w(B)¡2, then we consider the subarray Bunionsq. If it has weight exceeding 2, then we
use 2 tiles to cover it: one tile for B and one for the ¡-column. Otherwise, we cover
Bunionsq with one tile and reduce the task to covering C, which is of type 1unionsq · · · 1unionsq. But
this type can be easily well 2-partitioned: simply we separately consider each subarray
1unionsq and cover it with one tile if its weight is at most 2 or with two tiles otherwise.
Theorem 2. Every subarray A of the type unionsqm, where m = 2, can be well 2-partitioned.
Proof. If A is of type unionsq1, then its weight is less than 3. If it is greater than 2, then
we can divide A vertically, otherwise we can cover A with one tile.
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Thus, let us assume that m¿3. Let us look at AT—the transposition of A. All columns
of AT have weight less than 2, so AT is of type unionsq1 · · · 1unionsq. Let k be the number of
ones in the type.
If the weight of A does not exceed 2k then A can be well 2-partitioned by Lemma 1.
Otherwise, we cover the ¿-column of A with k + 1 tiles of weights less than 2, and
use an extra tile for covering the ¡-column. What remains is to check if k + 2 does
not exceed the allowed number of tiles. Note that from m¿3 it follows that k¿2.
Therefore k + 262k, which is the allowed number of tiles, because we consider the
case of w(A)¿2k.
Due to this theorem, two-column arrays that can be diHcult for well 2-tiling have
type unionsq2. Using the next lemma, we shall narrow this class to the arrays that additionally
have weight between 2.5 and 3.
Lemma 2. Any column with weight L can be partitioned into n rectangles so that the
maximal weight of the tile will not exceed L=n+ (n− 1)=n.
Proof (by induction on n). If n=1 then the lemma is clearly true.
Now, assume that it is true for every k6n. We want to show the appropriate partition
into (n+1) parts. We proceed as follows. Find such an element ai of the column that∑
ai¿L=(n+ 1). One can imagine the situation as in Fig. 1, with the column having
length proportionate to its weight and the elements marked accordingly.
Then we can move the waved line either to the left or to the right, forming this way
the 0rst rectangle and partition the rest into n parts. The dividing line is moved to the
left if x61=(n+ 1) and otherwise to the right. In the 0rst case the remaining part has
weight at most (n=(n + 1))L + 1=(n + 1) and can be by induction partitioned into n
parts so that the maximal weight of a tile does not exceed ((nL+1)=(n+1))=n+(n−
1)=n=L=(n + 1) + n=(n + 1). In the latter case the 0rst rectangle has weight at most
L=(n + 1) + n=(n + 1) (because x + y61 and x¿1=(n + 1)) and the rest has weight
less than the right part of the column in the previous case, hence can be partitioned
even better, which means that the maximal weight of the tile in that part will also not
surpass L=(n+ 1) + n=(n+ 1).
A simple consequence of Lemma 2 is:
Corollary 1. Any ¿-column can be well 2-partitioned.
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Lemma 3. Any unionsq2 array A that total weight does not belong to the interval (2:5; 3)
can be well 2-partitioned.
Proof. If w(A)¿3 then we can use three tiles. By Corollary 1, the ¿-column can be
well 2-partitioned, so we can use one tile to cover the ¡-column.
Now it suHces to prove the lemma for w(A) equal to 2.5. Let the weight of the
¿-column be equal to 2+ . Using Lemma 2 we can cover this column with two tiles
of weight not exceeding (2+)=2+1=2. Then we can extend the tiles to the ¡-column.
Since the total weight of this column is equal to 1=2 − , none of the resulting tiles
will have weight exceeding (2 + )=2 + 1=2 + 1=2− =2− =262.
Putting Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 together we conclude that any complex (i.e. two
column subarray that cannot be well 2-partitioned) has type unionsq2 and the total weight
between 2.5 and 3. But not all such subarrays are complexes. First note that if the
¿-column has weight equal to 2 then it can be 2-partitioned vertically. As for the
horizontal partition it is not hard to observe that the subarray unionsq2 cannot be well 2-
partitioned if and only if there exists a row b, that cannot be covered by one tile
neither with the part lying above it nor with the part lying below it. Thus, the weight
of b together with the weight of each of these two parts is greater than 2. Henceforth,
referring to such a row b we shall use a term boundary.
The following simple properties of the complex will be frequently used:
(a) the weights of the parts above and under the boundary are less than 1,
(b) the weight of the boundary is greater than 1.
Since the boundary together with any part has weight greater than 2, the other part
must have weight less than 1, so we get (a). The property (b) is a straightforward
consequence of (a).
Sometimes we will also need to partition subarrays of the type unionsq2 into 2 tiles
regardless their weight and therefore, we will also consider general complexes, that
is subarrays of the type unionsq2 that cannot be 2-partitioned into 2 tiles. Everything that
was said about complexes except for the properties (a) and (b) holds also for general
complexes, in particular the existence of the boundary.
4. The method of equaling maximums
As we already know any subarray of the type unionsqk can be well 2-partitioned unless
it is a complex. A complex, in turn, can be always well 73 -partitioned. However, if a
complex is followed by a subarray of the type, say, unionsq3 and their total weight is less
than 6, then it could turn out more advantageous to partition a complex into 3 tiles
and the rest into 2 tiles. What happens in such a situation is that on the one hand
there is a tiling in which the heaviest tile (and the only one, whose weight exceeds 2)
lies in the complex and on the other we can partition the subarray so that the tile of
weight exceeding 2 lies outside the complex. Naturally, we can compare these tilings
and choose the better. One can see that it would be quite convenient to be able to
say what weight the heaviest tile has in the worst case. Below we give a very general
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description of the way to compare tilings. How it looks in practice can be seen in
subsequent facts in the following section.
The simple fact that lies at the core of the method is the following:
max{min{S1; S2; : : : ; Sn} : S1; S2; : : : ; Sn ¿ 0; S1 + S2 + · · ·+ Sn = S} = Sn :
The clue property here is that min{S1; S2; : : : ; Sn} is greatest when all Si are equal.
A slight generalization of this is
max{min{f1(S1); f2(S2); : : : ; fn(Sn)} : S1; S2; : : : ; Sn ¿ 0;
S1 + S2 + · · ·+ Sn = S}6 f1(m);
where m is such that f1(m)=f2(m)= · · ·=fn(m) and functions f are linear, that is
have the form fi(Si)= aiSi + bi (ai ¿ 0).
For example if we consider the case of n=2:
M = max{min{a1S1 + b1; a2S2 + b2} : S1; S2 ¿ 0; S1 + S2 = S};
then
M 6 a1m+ b1;
where m is such that a1m+ b1 = a2m+ b2.
However if m =∈ [0; S], then we can estimate M more precisely and say that (Fig. 2)
M = min{max{a1S1 + b1 : 06 S1 6 S};max{a2S2 + b2 : 06 S2 6 S}}:
If a1; a2¿0 then
M = min{a1m+ b1; a1S + b1; a2S + b2}:
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Thus in a general case
M = min{a1m+ b1;max{a1S1 + b1 : 06 S1 6 S};
max{a2S2 + b2 : 06 S2 6 S}}:
Let us now suppose that we have a subarray B of a certain type with weight S,
that is to be partitioned into a certain number of tiles. Then we can bene0t from
the above observations in the situation when we are able to point out two di=erent
tilings T1 and T2, such that only one tile (the critical one) in each of them has weight
exceeding 2 and their weights can be upperbounded by the expressions of the form
a1S1 + b1; a2S2 + b2, where S1 and S2 denote the weights of the parts of B in which
these critical tiles are located.
The same procedure extends easily to any number of tilings over the same subarray.
As far as tilings with critical tiles having no empty common part are considered, the
following observation is to prop us up.
Fact 3. Let us assume that we have two tilings of an array A such that their critical
tiles C1 and C2 intersect in B. Let a; b; c be nonnegative numbers such that b=w(B),
a=w(C1\B) and c=w(C2\B). If b6v then either C1 or C2 have weight not greater
than (S + v)=2, where S =w(A).
Proof. We have to estimate min{w(C1); w(C2)} for the worst choice of weights a; b; c.
Let d=w(S\(C1 ∪C2)).
max{min{a+ b; b+ c} : a+ b+ c + d = S; 06 b6 v; a; c;d¿ 0}
= max{min{a; c}+ b : a+ b+ c + d = S; 06 b6 v; a; c; d¿ 0}
6 max
{
a+ c
2
+ b : a+ b+ c + d = S; 06 b6 v; a; c; d¿ 0
}
= max
{
S − b− d
2
+ b : 06 b6 v; d¿ 0
}
=
S + v
2
:
In other words, the critical tile in a better tiling is the heaviest under the speci0ed
circumstances when the weight of the subarray is concentrated in these tiles, the com-
mon part has weight as large as possible and the critical tiles in both tilings have equal
weights.
5. Di%cult subarrays
As we already know any subarray of the type unionsqk can be well 2-partitioned unless
it is a complex. From [6] we know that any complex can be well 73 -partitioned. In
order to improve the factor we examine complexes together with the neighbouring
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subarrays and using the method of equaling maximums gradually gather facts showing
that 94 -approximation is attainable.
Fact 4. If we have a complex unionsq2 such that the weight of the ¡-column is R and the
weight of the ¿-column is 2+ , then we can partition it horizontally into 2 tiles so
that the weight of the heavier tile is at most 32 + =2 + R.
Proof. It is sensible to consider the following tilings only: one in which the boundary
is included in the upper tile and one in which the boundary is included in the lower
tile. The boundary is the common part of the two critical tiles and its weight cannot
exceed 1+R. Now taking advantage of Fact 3 it is clear, that the weight of the heavier
tile in one of these tilings will not surpass 32 + =2 + R.
Fact 5. In the subarray unionsq2unionsq with two general complexes built-in the boundaries are
on the same level. Otherwise we can well 2-partition it.
Proof. Let us conversely assume that we have a subarray unionsq2unionsq with two general com-
plexes built-in and the boundaries are not on the same level. Then the weight of the
whole subarray is greater than 4 and we can 2-partition it into 4 tiles.
In the following, we shall formulate several statements about upper bounds on the
factors within which one can partition di=erent types of arrays. In these statements we
shall use the following abbreviation:
WM (unionsqk1 unionsq · · · unionsq kl; S ∈ [p; q); n)6 f
to say that any subarray of the type unionsqk1unionsq · · · unionsqkl having weight
∑l
i=1 ki + S can be
f-partitioned into n tiles.
Fact 6. WM (unionsq2unionsq; S ∈ [0; 1); 3)6 2:
Proof. If the subarray unionsq2unionsq has no complexes or has only one complex, then it clearly
can be 2-partitioned into 3 tiles. Let us now consider the case when unionsq2unionsq has 2 com-
plexes built-in. We are allowed to say complexes and not general complexes, because
any subarray of the type unionsq2 here has weight less than 3. Then by Fact 5 the boundaries
are on the same level and since S ∈ [0; 1), then the row containing the boundaries has
weight less than 2, which together with the fact that the parts of the complex under
and over the boundary have weights less than 1 means, that the whole array can be
2-partitioned horizontally into 3 tiles (with the row containing the boundaries forming
the middle tile).
The forthcoming facts concern types whose 0rst two columns are unionsq2. In the proofs
we shall assume that these columns form a complex. If it were not so, then most of
these types could be well 2-partitioned.
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Fact 7. For any integer k¿2
WM (unionsq2 unionsq k; S ∈ [0:5; 1); 2 + k)6 2 + 2
2k + 1
(
S − 1
2
)
:
Proof. First, we should explain that if k =2, then the subarray does not contain two
disjoint complexes, because then the weight of the whole subarray would be greater
than 2× 2:5, which would contradict the assumption that S¡1.
Let us consider three di=erent tilings of the type unionsq2unionsqk (see Fig. 3):
Tiling 1. Partition complex B1 horizontally into 2 tiles and B2 into k tiles.
The critical tile: According to Theorem 2, B2 can be well 2-partitioned into k
parts, so the critical tile lies in B1 and its weight is by Fact 4 at most 32 + =2 + R.
Tiling 2. Partition complex B1 vertically into 2 tiles and B2 into k tiles.
The critical tile: It lies in B1 and its weight is equal 2 + .
Tiling 3. Partition B′1 into 3 tiles and B
′
2 into k − 1 tiles.
The critical tile: Using Fact 6 we know that B′1 can be 2-partitioned into 3 tiles,
so the critical tile lies in B′2 and its weight is according to Lemma 2 at most
(k + ′)=(k − 1) + (k − 2)=(k − 1)=2 + ′=(k − 1).
We want to calculate
max
{
min
{
3
2
+

2
+ R; 2 + ; 2 +
′
k − 1
}
: ; ′; R¿ 0; + ′ + R6 S
}
:
Here we cannot directly take advantage of the facts described in Section 4, as the
weight of some critical tiles is the function of two variables.
However, we notice that if S1 = =2+R; S2 = =2 and S3 = ′, the above is equivalent
to calculating
max
{
min
{
3
2
+ S1; 2 + 2S2; 2 +
S3
k − 1
}
: S1; S2; S3 ¿ 0; S1 + S2 + S3 6 S
}
:
Thus
max
{
min
{
3
2
+

2
+ R; 2 + ; 2 +
′
k − 1
}
: ; ′R¿ 0; + ′ + R6 S
}
is not greater than when the weights of all critical tiles are equal.
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Equalising them we get
R =
1 + 
2
and ′ = (k − 1):
Since + ′ + R6S, we have 62=(2k + 1)(S − 12 ), which implies the thesis.
We use the procedure similar to the one described above to estimate the factors of
the following types. The general scheme is as follows. Associate a variable denoting
weight to each of the columns in the type, 0nd a number of tilings, whose critical tiles
have weights expressed in terms of these variables and by using facts from Section 4
arrive at the upper bound on the minimal weight of the critical tiles.
Fact 8. For every integer k¿2
WM (unionsq2 unionsq k; S ∈ [1; 2); k + 3)6 2 + S − 1
k + 1
:
Proof. We can assume that B′1 consists of two general complexes C1 and C2 (see
Fig. 4), otherwise, it could be well 2-partitioned into 3 tiles and then the whole subarray
could be well 2-partitioned into k + 3 parts.
Tiling 1. Partition complex C1 horizontally into 2 tiles and the rest of the array into
k + 1 parts. The weight of the critical tile: 32 + =2 + R1.
Tiling 2. Partition complex C2 horizontally into 2 tiles and the rest into k + 1 parts.
The weight of the critical tile: 32 + =2 + R2.
Tiling 3. Partition B′1 into 4 tiles and B
′
2 into k − 1 tiles. The weight of the critical
tile: 2 + ′=(k − 1).
Since
max
{
min
{
3
2
+

2
+ R1;
3
2
+

2
+ R2; 2 +
′
k − 1
}
: ; ′; R1; R2 ¿ 0; + ′ + R1
+R2 6 S
}
;
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is equivalent to
max{min{3
2
+ S1;
3
2
+ S2; 2 +
S3
k − 1} : S1; S2; S3 ¿ 0; S1 + S2 + S3 6 S}
if S1 = =2+R1; S2 = =2+R2 and S3 = ′, we get that at the worst the minimal weight
of the three critical tiles is not greater than when all of them are equal.
Comparing appropriate tilings we obtain:
S1 = S2 and S3 = (k − 1)(S1 − 12 ):
Adding S1; S2; S3 up and comparing to S, we get
S1 =
S
k + 1
+
k − 1
2(k + 1)
Hence 3=2 + S1 = 3=2 + (2S + k − 1)=(2(k + 1)) = 2 + (S − 1)=(k + 1).
By the above fact the subarray of the type unionsq2unionsq2 having weight from the interval
[5; 6) can be well 2 13 -partitioned. The factor 2
1
3 is clearly not satisfactory and that is
why we have to examine this case more thoroughly.
Fact 9. WM (unionsq2unionsq2; S ∈ [1; 2); 5)62 + (4S − 5)=13.
Proof. At the beginning we can assume that there are 3 general complexes C1, C2
and C3 (see Fig. 5) built-in in this case, because otherwise we could well 2-partition
the subarray. By Fact 5 the boundaries of complexes C1 and C3 are in the same row.
If the boundary of C2 also lies in the same row, then we can 2-partition the whole
subarray into 4 tiles in the way shown in Fig. 5(a). Neither of the tiles under and over
the boundaries can have weight greater than 2, because it would mean that the whole
subarray unionsq2unionsq2 has weight greater than 6.
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If the boundary of C3 is not in the same row, then we consider the following tilings:
Tiling 1. Partition C1 vertically into 2 tiles and C2 into 3 tiles.
The critical tile: It covers the ¿-column of C1.
Tilings 2 and 3. Partition C1 horizontally into 2 tiles and C2 into 3 tiles.
The critical tiles: They are formed by the boundary and, respectively, the part
above and under it.
Tiling 4. Partition C3 horizontally into 2 tiles and the rest into 3 tiles.
The critical tile: It is formed by the boundary and the part below it.
Tiling 5 (Analogous to Tiling 1). Partition C2 vertically into 2 tiles and C1 into 3 tiles.
The critical tile: It is the ¿-column of C2.
Tilings 6 and 7 (Analogous to Tilings 2 and 3). Partition C2 horizontally into 2 tiles
and C1 into 3 tiles.
The critical tiles: They are formed by the boundary, and respectively, the part
above and under it.
First, let us notice that we can restrict ourselves to the situation, when the weight
of ¡-columns is concentrated in the boundaries (i.e. array-elements of ¡-columns
outside the boundaries are equal to 0). In Fig. 5(c) the weight of every critical tile is
bigger or equal to the weight of its counterpart in Fig. 5(b).
Second, we can also assume that s1 and s2 have the greatest weight possible, that
is, are equal to 1. To see this, observe that by replacing s1 and s2 with 1 and by
subtracting 1 − s1=3 from x1; x2 and x3 and 1− s2=3 from x5; x6 and x7 we can only
increase the weight of the critical tiles while not changing the overall weight of the
subarray.
Thus, we are interested in 0nding
max{min{1 + x1 + x2; 1 + x2 + x3; 1 + x1 + x3; 1 + x3 + x4; 1 + x5 + x6;
1 + x4 + x6 + x7; 1 + x5 + x7} :
x1; x2; : : : ; x7 ¿ 0; x1 + x2 + : : : ;+x7 + 2 = 4 + S}:
If we make the substitution S1 := 34 (x1+x2); S2 :=
1
4 (x1+x3); S3 :=
1
4 (x2+x3); S4 :=
1
2 (x3+
x4); S5 := 12 (x4 + x6 + x7); S6 :=
1
2 (x5 + x7); S7 :=
1
2 (x5 + x6), we can write the above
expression equivalently as
max{min{1 + 4S1; 1 + 4=3S2; 1 + 4S3; 1 + 2S4; 1 + 2S5; 1 + 2S6; 1 + 2S7} :
S1; S2; : : : ; S7 ¿ 0; S1 + S2 + · · ·+ S7 + 2 = 4 + S}:
Therefore, the weight of the critical tile is not bigger than 1+4S1, where 13S1+2=4+S.
There is no need to consider WM (unionsq2unionsqk; S; k +4), for S¿2 because more generally
any subarray of the type unionsqk1unionsqk2 · · · unionsqkl can be 2-partitioned into
∑l
i=1 ki + l tiles by
separately well 2-partitioning ¿-columns and forming l rectangles out of ¡-columns.
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Fig. 6.
Fact 10. WM (unionsq2unionsq1; S ∈ [1; 2); 4)62 + 25 (S − 32 ).
Proof. We can assume that there are two built-in general complexes C1 and C2 as
shown in Fig. 6, because if it were not the case then we would be able to well
2-partition the whole subarray.
Tiling 1. Partition C1 horizontally into 2 tiles and the rest of the array also into 2
parts. The weight of the critical tile: 32 + =2 + R1:
Tiling 2. Partition B1 vertically into 3 tiles and B2 into 1 tile. The weight of the critical
tile: 2 + .
Tiling 3. Partition C1 into 3 tiles and the rest of the array into 1 tile.
The critical tile: Since C1 can be 2-partitioned into 3 parts, the critical tile is
simply the tile that covers two last columns. Its weight is equal to R2 + 1 + ′.
Comparing appropriate tilings, we obtain
• R1 = 12 + =2.• ′ + R2 = 1 + .
Adding R1; ; R2 and ′ up, we get
1
2
+

2
+ + 1 +  = S:
Hence = 25(S − 32 ).
If the complex is followed by the subarray unionsq1 and their total weight does not
exceed 4, then it may be diHcult to show that it can be well partitioned with the
factor better than 73 . We can omit this problem and consider instead the types unionsq2unionsq1unionsqk
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beginning with the subarray unionsq2unionsq1 having weight less than 4. For reasons of conve-
niency, we estimate the factors of the type unionsq2unionsq1unionsqk separately for k¿2 and 1.
In the following Facts 11–14, we assume that the beginning subarrays of the type
unionsq2unionsq1 have weight less than 4.
In the subsequent proofs of Facts 11–14, we arrive at the upper bound of the minimal
weight of the critical tiles by equaling their weights. We are justi0ed to do so as in
every one of these cases we can utilize facts from Section 4 by expressing the problem
equivalently in the form
max{min{f1(S1); f2(S2); : : : fn(Sn)} : S1; S2; : : : ; Sn ¿ 0; S1 + S2 + : : : Sn = S};
where fi(Si) = aiSi + bi(ai ¿ 0).
Fact 11. For every integer k¿2
WM (unionsq2 unionsq 1 unionsq k; S ∈ [0:5; 1); k + 3)6 2 + 2
2k + 1
(
S − 1
2
)
:
Proof. Let us consider three tilings (see Fig. 7):
Tiling 1. Partition B1 horizontally into 2 tiles, B2 into 1 tile and B3 into k parts.
The critical tile: Because S¡1, then both B2 and B3 can be well 2-partitioned,
so the weight of the critical tile is at most 32 + =2 + R.
Tiling 2. Partition B1 vertically into 2 tiles, B2 into 1 tile and B3 into k tiles. The
weight of the critical tile: 2 + .
Tiling 3. Partition B′1 into 3 tiles, B
′
2 into 1 tile and B
′
3 into k − 1 tiles.
The critical tile: Because S¡1, then B′2 will have weight less than 2 and the
critical tile lies in B′3. According to Lemma 2 its weight will not surpass (k +
′)=(k − 1) + (k − 2)=(k − 1)=2 + ′=(k − 1).
Comparing appropriate tilings, we obtain
• R= 12 + =2 (by comparing tilings 1 and 2).• ′ =(k − 1) (by comparing tilings 2 and 3).
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Since R+ + ′6S, we get
1
2
+

2
+ + (k − 1)6 S:
Hence 62=(2k + 1)(S − 12 ).
Fact 12. For every integer k¿2
WM (unionsq2 unionsq 1 unionsq k; S ∈ [1; 2); k + 4)6 2 + 2
2k + 3
(
S − 3
2
)
:
Proof. Let us assume notation as in Fig. 8. We consider the following tilings:
Tiling 1. Partition B1 horizontally into 2 tiles, B2 into 1 tile, B3 into 1 tile and B4 into
k parts. The weight of the critical tile: 32 + =2 + R.
Tiling 2. Partition B1 vertically into 2 tiles, B2 into 1 tile, B3 into 1 tile and B4 into
k tiles. The weight of the critical tile: 2 + .
Tiling 3. Partition B′1 into 3 tiles, B
′
2 into 2 tile and B
′
3 into k − 1 tiles. The critical
tile: By Fact 6, B′1 can be 2-partitioned into 3 parts, so the critical tile lies in B
′
3
and according to Lemma 2 its weight will not surpass (k+ ′)=(k−1)+(k−2)=(k−
1)=2 + ′=(k − 1).
Tiling 4. Partition B′1 into 3 tiles, B
′
2 into 1 tile and B
′
3 into k tiles. The weight of the
critical tile: 1 + c.
Comparing appropriate tilings, we obtain
• R= 12 + =2 (by comparing tilings 1 and 2).• ′ =(k − 1) (by comparing tilings 2 and 3).
• c=1 +  (by comparing tilings 2 and 4).
Since R+ + c + ′6S, we get
1
2
+

2
+ + 1 + + (k − 1)6 S:
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Hence 62=(2k + 3)(S − 32 ).
Fact 13. WM (unionsq2unionsq1unionsq1; S ∈ [0:5; 1); 4)62 + 25 (S − 12 ).
Proof. Let us assume notation as in Fig. 9. We consider the following tilings:
Tiling 1. Partition B1 horizontally into 2 tiles, B2 into 1 tile and B3 into 1 part. The
weight of the critical tile: 32 + =2 + R.
Tiling 2. Partition B1 vertically into 2 tiles, B2 into 1 tile and B3 into 1 tile. The weight
of the critical tile: 2 + .
Tiling 3. Partition B′1 into 3 tiles and B
′
2 into 1 tile.
The critical tile: By Fact 6, B′1 can be 2-partitioned into 3 parts, so the critical
tile is formed by B′2 and its weight is equal 2 + c.
Comparing appropriate tilings, we obtain:
• R= 12 + =2 (by comparing tilings 1 and 2).• c=  (by comparing tilings 2 and 3).
Since R+ + c6S, we get
1
2
+

2
+ 26 S:
Hence 6 25 (S − 12 ).
Fact 14. WM (unionsq2unionsq1unionsq1; S ∈ [1; 2); 5)62 + 25 (S − 32 ).
Proof. Let us assume notation as in Fig. 10. We consider the following tilings:
Tiling 1. Partition B1 horizontally into 2 tiles, B2 into 1 tile and B3 into 2 parts. The
weight of the critical tile: 32 + =2 + R.
Tiling 2. Partition B1 vertically into 2 tiles, B2 into 1 tile and B3 into 2 tile. The weight
of the critical tile: 2 + .
Tiling 3. Partition B′1 into 3 tiles, B
′
2 into 1 tile and B
′
3 into 1 part. The weight of the
critical tile: 1 + c.
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Comparing appropriate tilings, we obtain:
• R= 12 + =2 (by comparing tilings 1 and 2).• c=1 +  (by comparing tilings 2 and 3).
Since R+ + c6S, we get
1
2
+

2
+ 1 + 26 S:
Hence 6 25 (S − 32 ).
Fact 15. Any subarray of the type unionsq2unionsq1unionsq with the beginning subarray unionsq2unionsq1 having
weight less than 4 can be nearly well 2-partitioned.
Proof. If the weight of the whole subarray is less than 4, then it can be 2-partitioned
into 4 tiles, by partitioning the complex into 3 tiles and the rest into 1 tile. Otherwise,
if the weight of the subarray is at least 4, then it can be 2-partitioned into 5 tiles by
partitioning the part unionsq2unionsq1 into 4 tiles and the last ¡-column into 1 tile.
6. Main result
Using the facts from the previous sections we are able to state that they suHce to
construct a 94 -approximation algorithm.
Theorem 3. There exists a linear-time 94 -approximation algorithm for the RTILE
problem.
Proof. Recall that we are allowed to treat any array as if it consisted of alternating
¿- and ¡-columns and began and ended with a ¡-column.
We proceed from the left to the right and examine subsequent subarrays of the
type unionsqk combining them if necessary. If unionsqk is not a complex, then it will be treated
separately. According to Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 it can be well 2-partitioned. If
unionsqk is a complex, then we look at the neighbouring subarray unionsqk ′. If k ′¿2, then by
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Facts 7–9 the type unionsq2unionsqk ′ can be well partitioned with the ratio not greater than 94 .
If the complex is followed by a subarray of the type unionsq1, then we look at the weight
of the type unionsq2unionsq1 and if it is at least 4, then according to Fact 10, it can be well
11
5 -partitioned. Otherwise, we are forced to consider one more subarray of the typeunionsqk. Then using Facts 11–14, we see that we are able to well partition such a type
(unionsq2unionsq1unionsqk with the beginning subarray unionsq2unionsq1 having weight less than 4) with the factor
not greater than 115 . What remains to be explained are the situations when the subarrays
of the type unionsq2 (a complex) and unionsq2unionsq1 having weight less than 4 are not followed by
a subarray of the type unionsqk (that is they are at the right end of the array). However,
then by the Facts 6 and 15 they can be nearly well 2-partitioned. Therefore, by the
Fact 2 we can indeed well 94 -partition any array.
Let us 0nally recall the types of subarrays into which our algorithm divides input
arrays. We hope it can be helpful for the reader to sum up our algorithm. Recall that
the notion of “completeness” was introduced at the beginning of the paper.
Corollary 2. The set consisting of the following array types:
• unionsqm (m = 2) or unionsq2 but not a complex.
• unionsq2unionsqk (k¿2).
• unionsq2unionsq1 with weight at least 4.
• unionsq2unionsq1unionsqk (k¿2) with the beginning subarray unionsq2unionsq1 having weight less than 4.
• unionsq2unionsq1unionsq1 with the beginning subarray unionsq2unionsq1 having weight less than 4 is
complete.
7. Conclusions
The method presented in this paper was developed on the basis of ideas underlying
the algorithm presented in [6]. We are convinced that further progress in this direc-
tion is still possible and in particular the approximation ratio arbitrarily close to 2 is
achievable. However, some limitations of this approach are evident.
The 0rst one follows from the fact that our algorithm produces hierarchical tilings. In
this context a natural question arises: how good solutions can we expect if we restrict
ourselves to this kind of tilings? Even if we would like to devote much time to 0nd
the best hierarchical tiling we cannot overstep the barrier of 54 . This follows from the
fact that the optimal hierarchical tiling can be found (via dynamic programming) in
polynomial time.
A simple observation shows that the situation can be still worse.
Claim. There are instances of RTILE problem for which any hierarchical solution is
at least 3=2 worse than the optimal one.
Proof. A diHcult case for hierarchical tilings is presented in Fig. 11.
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It is easy to show that this array can be partitioned into w(A)=2 tiles so that each
tile covers exactly two ones. On the other hand any hierarchical tiling into w(A)=2
tiles results in a tile covering at least three ones. The crucial property of the array is
that its border columns and rows have odd number of ones, and the inner columns and
rows have even number of ones. Therefore, any vertical or horizontal line divides the
array into two parts with odd number of ones inside.
Another, even more severe limitation follows from the weakness of the lower bound
used in the proofs.
Claim. There are instances of the RTILE problem for which the optimal solution is
arbitrarily close to 2W .
Proof. Let all elements of n × n array A be equal to 1 − 1=n2 and p= n2 − 1. Then
W =1, but the optimal solution contains a tile of weight 2− 2=n2.
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